Sheridan elaborates discipline process
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though they are out-numbered by the faculty and it has not had a student chairman. Sheridan was chosen by the Faculty Committee on Nominations. He has been on the committee one year. He has no voting powers (as chairman) over the rest of the committee.

The Tech: In a case in which a student was to be tried both by the Dispute Committee and a civil court, how would the committee look upon the decision of the civil court?

Sheridan: That happened last year. It's in our procedures not to have a hearing for a student when that student has a case pending against him in a civil court, because what we do might prejudice the civil court's hearing. Of course, however, if there is a previous civil case, it appears possible that the ruling could prejudice the MIT disciplinary hearing. All I can say is that we think it is probably better to avoid prejudicing the civil case by postponing the MIT hearing, than doing it the other way around.

Double jeopardy A second problem which came up last year was the question of double jeopardy. People were tried in civil court on trespass charges. They were then tried within MIT for being present without right in the President's office and for disrupting Institute functions. Those charges appeared as slightly different charges, but were not really. It was more or less the same offense. But the main point is that this is in no way double jeopardy as a lawyer would view double jeopardy. Consider the analogy to a child getting in trouble with the police and then coming home and getting scolded by his mother. Should the mother not scold the child because he's already (been scolded been scolded) by the police? That's the question that was raised last year.

The Tech: Are there any questions that have been prevalent around the Institute concerning the disciplinary process that you think should be clarified and that you could answer now?

Sheridan: I guess one of the things that the committee has tried to emphasize is that it is not trying to be a court of law in the full formal sense, and that the closer we get to full, formal court procedure, the more we're going to lose in the precious ability to communicate with each other; this is something we're trying to hang on to. Once the faculty and the students of a university can't communicate, you're really in trouble. Some students would claim that we can't communicate even now. They may perceive it that way. But I think most people don't. I think that for the most part we're still a functioning community and we want to keep it that way.

The most difficult problem, I think, is the students' frustration with not being able to do anything about what they think of as war crimes, or MIT's involvement with the military-industrial complex, a concern, incidentally, with which I personally am in sympathy. But the problem is much more complicated than being or not being free to go into a rage and break down the door of the president's office. That doesn't help. My concern is that dissenters find realistic and effective ways to act. That's our problem. I think some students and some faculty see the problem in far too simplistic terms. We have a lot more communicating to do to understand the subtleties. I think we can communicate, with passion by the way, and I'm not saying we should let these problems drag on and on, because that doesn't help anyone. Activities for example, such as working for a new Congress, are the types of efforts that speak much more directly to the problems that the students as well as many faculty and staff are concerned about. Of course, I'm giving you my personal opinion. Rage towards the president or the Disciplinary Committee is an infantile response to a frustration which itself is real and justified, but that doesn't make that form of response very useful or effective.

Effective action I guess I'm saying it if the students want to bring power to bear on things that are...
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classified advertising

Concert Hapsied respectively educated in Germany (Kunstakademie Staatsakademie). Give private lessons. For appointments, call 547-9389.

SENIORS = Have your senior portraits taken for the yearbook next week. October 16, Call 32980 or DI 9-167 to make your appointment. Photographs cost only 55.

OOPS! Think you - or she - won't get pregnant? Think twice and be prepared. Now you can get nationally known and impertinent non-prescription contraceptives by mail. And books on birth control and population. No obligation. Write: Population Services, Box 1205-KA30, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.

Rugs, new 9x12, $20; 2x12, $39; 12x15, $55; 5x7, $20; 3x5, $15; 5x5; drapes, spreads, S6. 296-2880


This business of survival

Under the incentives of national survival, the aerospace industry, utilizing advanced technologies, has developed into a permanent, flexible and highly diversified industry. The need to apply the aerospace systems approach to pollution control, mineral exploration, environmental planning, agriculture, forest management, approaches, industrial management, and various business oriented areas.
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Greetings from Grumman is situated in Long Island, 30 miles from N.Y.C. Grumman represents will be on campus WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1970 to obtain Grumman literature and arrange an interview, contact your placement office.

If an interview is not convenient at this time, send a comprehensive resume to Mr. William E. Dwyer, Manager, College Relations/Recruitment, Dept. OR 251.

GREAT FOOD AT ITS BEST
The Parthenon Restaurant
New authentic Greek restaurant. Moderate prices, superb European wines.
Open 11 A.M., 11 P.M. Daily
924 Mass. Ave. in Cambridge Phone 491-9592

Under the incentives of national survival, the aerospace industry, utilizing advanced technologies, has developed into a permanent, flexible and highly diversified industry. The need to apply the aerospace systems approach to pollution control, mineral exploration, environmental planning, agriculture, forest management, approaches, industrial management, and various business oriented areas.

The new ecosystems endeavor at Grumman is ideally suited to the task of giving mankind greater control over his environment because of the life-support systems experience gained from the Lunar Module and undersea submersibles. Positioned in the forefront of this remarkable industry and fed by the ideas emanating from its own advanced planning, scientific disciplines and industrial skills, Grumman puts the aerospace art forward in deep submergence vessels, hydrofoil seacraft, advanced aircraft including business transport, lunar landing vehicles and space stations.

It's only natural, in a company that has quintupled in size in the last decade, that professional and management responsibilities would proceed space. Wide Open is the word at Grumman, and the message for Engineering, Math, and Business Administration majors. Problem solving is the way at Grumman, Research, Environmental Management and various business oriented areas.

Can you provide cogent solutions?

Grumman is situated in Long Island, 30 miles from N.Y.C. The white sand beaches of the Atlantic are 12 minutes away. The famed sailing reaches of Long Island Sound, an eleven-mile drive... free beautiful public golf courses right in Bethpage--2 minutes from Grumman.

Grumman representatives will be on campus Wednesday, October 21, 1970 to obtain Grumman literature and arrange an interview, contact your placement office.

If an interview is not convenient at this time, send a comprehensive resume to Mr. William E. Dwyer, Manager, College Relations/Recruitment, Dept. OR 251.